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Details of Visit:

Author: Inajeep
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 12 Jun 2008 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Agency Touch Of Class
Website: http://www.agencytouchofclasslondon.co.uk/
Phone: 07796560773

The Premises:

Very nice place near Paddington. Candles burning in hallway and in bedroom upon my arrival. Top
notch. 

The Lady:

Cheryl is one of the most beautiful women. Her pictures almost look too good to be true, but she is
in fact that pretty. Great body, slim with enhanced rack.

Lina was pretty and I think the pictures on the site, although probably enhanced, do reflect her
appearance. 

The Story:

This is my second time seeing Cheryl, and part of a duo as I was looking for a treat and was the
only duo I could arrange in a short period. I had similar experience to posters here with her before,
she has a routine, only wanted to provide OWO and I left the first encounter without her actually
taking her clothes off. Thus, I was apprehensive, but assured by Susan from ATOC that they were
interactive and had very good feedback.

Well, I wouldn't consider them interactive, they reluctantly did a few things I suggested (they are
room-mates). We started by undressing and some kissing and Lina did some OWO as I kissed
Cheryl's breasts. Cheryl tried to make me pop, but I declined suggesting I wanted to move on to the
next step. To my amazement, Cheryl then said she couldn't do it with me as I was too big (I wish it
were true). Lina was a trooper, made up for the slack and I wish I would have just seen her. To her
credit Cheryl finished with OWO and CIM which was pretty good.

I gave Susan from ATOC the feedback and she handled professionally and suggested a discount
on a future punt.

I thank all the punters, by using this board I have made some good choices, I felt it was my time to
give back. Although it was a disappointing punt, I can see how people could review Cheryl
positively. She is beautiful and engaging. But, if you are looking for skills in the sack, she isn't the
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one based on my experience. Lina, would probably be very good and accommodating on her own.
Together, they made a very nice atmosphere, were very sweet, looked absolutely stunning, but
don't give the performance of a great duo.  
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